
Note: Answer Only Five questions.

Q1: Answer the following:

a. Write C++ program to find the summation of the following series: Where
(n!=1*2*3*…*n).

/n!nn.x.../3!33.x/2!22.x/1!xz 

b. Write C++ program to print the following figure:

1 2 3 4
* * *
1 2
*
1 2
* * *
1 2 3 4

(10 marks)

Q2: Write an algorithm and draw a flowchart to print all even numbers between (1)
and (50).

(10 marks)

Q3: Answer only one of the following:

a. Write a C++ program, to merge two 1-Dim. arrays of size 5 in one array.

b. Write C++ program to read (4*5) 2-Dimensional array, then find the summation
of each row.

(10 marks)

Q4: a. Write C++ program to read an integer from 1 to 12, and print out the value of the
corresponding month of the year. (Using Switch)
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b: Develop a program in C++ to read the following information using structure
Id_number , name, Phone_number, and age for 30 persons, then print only the
names of persons who their age between 18 to 20 inclusive or Id_number
equals 10.

(10 marks)

Q5: a: In the code fragment below, the programmer has almost certainly made
an error in the first line of the conditional statement.

int n=5;
if(n=0)  // NOTE THE OPERATOR!!!
cout<<"n is zero"<<".\n";

else
cout<<"n is not zero"<<".\n";

cout<<"The square of n is "<<n*n<<".\n";

1. What is the output of this code fragment as it is written?
2. How can it be corrected to do what is the programmer surely intended?

Write the output after correction.

b: Write C++ program to perform arithmetic operations using pointers.

(10 marks)

Q6: a: Write C++ program, using function, to find the value of the following
equation:
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(5 marks)

b: Answer both

Do Well..

Assume if y=50 and z=15 find out
with trace:

1. x = y & z
2. x = y << 2
3. x = y ^ z
4. x = y | z

(2.5 marks)

What is the output of the following code with
trace :
void main ( )
{
int a=5,b=3;
cout<<”a= ”<< (a = a++ +b *a++) <<endl;
cout<<”a= ” << ++a;
} (2.5 marks)


